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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
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Identification for Group Network Application 
Submitted by FU, Zhengjia 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in September 2008 
This thesis consists of two parts of the work. The first part is to 
design performance metrics and configuration strategies for net-
work voice conference and the second part is to propose a novel 
method of identifying P2P applications based on behavioral-
signatures. 
For the first part of the work, since there is an increasing num-
ber of group-based multimedia applications over the Internet, for 
example, voice conference or multi-player games. For these ap-
plications, it is often necessary to select a strategy to distribute 
the multimedia streams or mixing the multimedia stream data 
so as to provide better quality of service (QoS) guarantees. How-
ever, there is no appropriate metrics to evaluate the QoS of a 
group multimedia session, despite abundant literature on how 
to evaluate the QoS for two-party communication (e.g. MOS, 
E-Model). In the first part of this thesis, we propose a new mea-
sure which is called the group mean opinion score (GMOS). To 
leverage on existing work, our definition of GMOS is based on 
two-party MOS, hence, it can be estimated via measurement of 
network parameters and fitting these data into the E-Model. We 
conduct large scale experiments using the latest SKYPE confer-
ence software. We first calibrate the GMOS based on the sub-
i 
jective scores of our experiments, then for individual conference 
sessions, we check whether our approach can pick a server con-
figuration strategy to achieve the best GMOS. The study shows 
our proposed methodology is very promising and the potential 
of applying to other group-based applications. 
On the other hand, due to the significant increase of peer-
to-peer (P2P) traffic in the past few years, network operators 
in the ISPs and enterprise networks want to be able to identify 
P2P applications and their associated traffic so as to perform 
a better traffic engineering and capacity planning. In the sec-
ond part of this thesis, we propose a novel approach to identify 
P2P applications, as well as pinpointing a specific P2P software 
from packet traces based on behavioral signatures. The main 
advantage of the proposed approach is that we do not need to 
examine the packet pay loads, but instead, we only need to check 
whether a specific periodic signature of a given P2P application 
is available in the traffic. We provide justifications as to why 
P2P traffic has some inherent periodic signatures, and show how 
to extract the signature for a given P2P software. The proposed 
methodology is effective not only in identifying P2P applica-
tions but discovering specific P2P softwares such as Bit Torrent, 
Emule, (P2P content distribution applications), PPLive and PP-
Stream (P2P video streaming applications),...etc. We apply our 
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In this chapter, we give the introduction of both two 
parts of the work respectively. We first describe the back 
ground of the work. We then discuss the contribution 
of our work and finally the organization of this thesis. 
In the thesis, we conduct two parts of work. The first part is 
to design performance metrics and configuration strategies for 
group network communication and the second part is to pro-
pose a novel method of identifying P2P applications based on 
behavioral-signatures. 
For two-party multimedia applications, there is extensive lit-
erature on how to characterize, measure and model the perfor-
mance of such applications [17, 23, 18’ 20，21, 57, 43, 46，22, 55 . 
In particular, the performance of two-party multimedia applica-
tions can be evaluated at a subjective level, using mean opinion 
score (MOS [17]). Various factors that affect performance are 
identified, such as the type of codecs used and other measurable 
network conditions like loss rate and round-trip time. Through 
extensive measurement studies and comparison with MOS data, 
a model is developed to predict MOS based on measurable pa-
1 
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rameters. One well establish model is the E-Model [23 . 
More recently, multi-party multimedia applications have also 
become popular. One example is the support for conferencing 
in the recently released version of SKYPE [1]. However, there is 
no standard metric to characterize the performance of a confer-
encing application (or multi-party application). The motivation 
for us to seek a performance metric is due to the consideration 
of how to configure a communication and mixing strategy for a 
conferencing application. In a peer-to-peer implementation of 
group communication [33], a strategy is needed so as to select a 
particular peer as the server. Unless there is a performance met-
ric to compare the difference of using different peers as servers, 
it is not clear how the choice can be systematically made. 
Motivated by this problem, we explore how to define a group-
based MOS metric for all parties - we call this the group mean 
opinion score (GMOS). Following the same framework of the 
two-party paradigm, one needs to have both a subjective mea-
sure as well as a connection to physically measurable param-
eters, such as network delay and loss rates between different 
peers. In the end, this new framework should allow us to make 
configuration decisions that is expected to yield the best subjec-
tive evaluation. Parallel to the E-model case, we also develop 
a mapping between the subjective GMOS and the measurable 
parameters as well as the configuration decisions. 
In the first part of the thesis, we propose a GMOS equation 
based on MOS between bilateral communications at the begin-
ning. This GMOS model includes a parameter that can be used 
to calibrate the model for specific applications and users. We 
conduct SKYPE conferencing experiments to see whether the 
model can be consistently applied to multiple experiments with 
the same application and user population. The result gives us 
some idea of how to calibrate the model parameter, a. 
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Secondly, we develop a two-step mapping method (TSMM) 
to predict GMOS based on measurable network parameters and 
the server selection decision. The first step is to measure net-
work parameters (delay and loss) and apply E-Model to find 
out MOSes for each bilateral session. The second step is to use 
our calibrated GMOS model to predict the subjective evaluation 
for different leader (server) selections. Finally, we compare our 
predication to actual scores given by users. Our conclusion is 
that our GMOS model and the leader selection approach is able 
to produce good decisions. 
At the same time, there is also a significant increase in peer-
to-peer applications running over the Internet and enterprise 
IP networks during the past few years. These applications in-
clude P2P content distribution applications like Bit-torrent [34], 
Bit-comet [2] and Emule[3], and P2P streaming applications like 
PPLive[4], PPStream[5], Sop cast [6] and so on. P2P applications 
account for a large share of the total traffic in the Internet. 
Network operators of both the Internet and enterprise net-
works want to be able to identify the P2P applications and 
their associated traffic in order to do traffic engineering, capac-
ity planning, and manage the cost of the network. For example, 
some enterprises may want to rate-limit or block P2P traffic, in 
order to ensure good performance for more critical applications. 
Broadband ISPs may want to limit P2P traffic to reduce the 
cost charged by upstream ISPs. 
There are several existing approaches to identify P2P traffic. 
The simplest method, based on packets' destination port, was 
effective in the early days when most P2P applications used 
default and fixed port numbers to communicate between peers. 
However, the current trend is for peers to dynamically find each 
other (via a tracker or supernode) so that it is not necessary for 
peers to have fixed port number (and IP addresses). Indeed, it 
is found that most P2P traffic nowadays do not use fixed port 
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numbers, making the port-based method ineffective. 
Payload signature-based identification method is more reli-
able to identify P2P applications, and is adopted by commercial 
products. It checks packet payload to find application-specific 
signatures. However, it has several drawbacks: (a) such deep 
packet inspection usually requires hardware support and is ex-
pensive; (b) there are privacy and legal concerns in allowing 
traffic monitors to look at payload information; (c) some P2P 
applications may do payload encryption to make this method 
ineffective. 
More recently, a novel approach to traffic classification and 
application detection is proposed, and it is based on traffic be-
havior rather than payload. One such proposal is BLINC [45], 
which uses flow-level information generated by standard tools 
such as Net flow [7]. Based on behavioral analysis, one can dis-
cover what type of flows (TCP or UDP), how many flows comes 
in/out of a host, and to how many other hosts these flows con-
nect to, or the volume of traffic in these flows. BLINC tries 
to classify applications into different categories, such as WEB, 
DNS, MAIL, ATTACK or P2P. Note, however, BLINC does not 
try to detect specific applications (e.g. BitTorrent or PPStream) 
as in the case of payload signature based methods. 
In the second part of this thesis, we propose a ^^behavioral 
signature” based approach for application detection, hence also 
traffic classification. A behavioral signature can be associated 
with a flow, or with a host. For example, a host is observed to 
send a packet of certain size to ten or more other hosts every 
10 seconds. This can be considered a behavioral signature for 
asserting some application that host is running. The idea is that 
such behavioral signatures can be developed for specific applica-
tions of interest, and then later used to detect user behavior, or 
isolate certain type of traffic in a large traffic trace. Note, this is 
different than payload-based signatures, and hence it does not 
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have the drawbacks of the pay load signature based approach. 
This is a type of behavioral based traffic analysis method, but 
different than tools like BLINC which does not try to identify 
specific applications. 
The main body of this second part is actually about applying 
this idea to detecting specific P2P applications. In fact, all the 
behavior signature developed and studied in this thesis are based 
on the following idea - P2P applications, by their distributed na-
ture, exhibit certain “periodic group communication behavior^^. 
Yet, there are several different forms of such behavior, with dif-
ferent periodicity, which can be used to detect different appli-
cations. If applications do have somewhat different periodicity, 
there are standard tools to convert the time-domain packet se-
quences into frequency-domain patterns ready to be recognized 
mechanically. 
The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we de-
scribe the first part of the work, design of performance metrics 
and configuration strategies for network voice conference. The 
second part of the work, the method of identifying P2P appli-
cations based on behavioral-signature is discussed in Chapter 3. 
We then discuss the related work in Chapter 4 and finally comes 
the conclusion. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Design for group network 
communication 
Summary 
In this chapter, we describe the first part of the work, de-
sign of performance metrics and configuration strategies 
for network voice conference. In Section 2.1, we present 
the definition of GMOS and results from our experi-
ments to support this measure. In Section 2.2, we illus-
trate various topologies used to support the voice con-
ference and propose the leader selection strategy (LSS) 
based on the end system mixing topology. We then de-
scribe our experimental settings and measurements in 
Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, we present the two-step map-
ping method (TSMM) and analyze the effectiveness of 
this proposal. We discuss the applications of our pro-
posed methodology in section 2.5. 
6 
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2.1 Performance metrics of network Voice Con-
ference: GMOS 
When users participate in a voice conference session, they will 
hear more than one speaker's voice. The voice quality of differ-
ent speakers will vary depending on the heterogeneous network 
conditions between the listener and the speakers. Assume that 
the session has N participants where participant i is denoted 
as N). Vi will provide N - 1 MOS scores [17； 
for other participants and these MOS scores represent the audio 
quality of these participants from TVs perspective. Addition-
ally, Vi has a score to reflect the overall quality of the confer-
ence session, and this is our proposed group mean opinion score 
(GMOS). We propose to use GMOS to relate the MOS scores of 
other participants as well as a subjective measure on the group 
audio quality. Formally, the GMOS of Vi is: 
GMOSi {MOSi{l), •. •, MOS肌 a)= 
AVE-\-a{AVE - MIN)U{-a)-ha{MAX - AVE)U{a), 
(2.1) 
where MOSi{k) is the MOS score set by Vi for Vk, and 
游 _ ZG MOS讽 
MAX 二 max{MO^),...,imS;(A0}, 
MIN = mm{MOSi{l),...,MOS^{N)}, 
a e [-1,1], 
m = { 1 … ’ 
[ 0 X < 0. 
Note that participant Pi can use the parameter a to control his 
subjectivity on the quality of the group communication. For 
example, when Vi sets a = - 1 (or a = 1), the GMOSi will be 
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equal to MIN (or MAX). When Vi sets a 二 0, GMOSi will 
be equal to AVE. In other words, if Vi feels that the conference 
quality is defined by the minimum (or maximum) MOS of other 
participants, Vi will set a to —1 (or 1). If Vi feels that the 
conference quality is defined by the average of N—1 MOS scores, 
he will set a = 0. In practice, different values of a represent 
different subjective view of Vi on the overall quality of the group 
conference. 
Table 2.1: MOS, GMOS and Meanings 
MOS GMOS M e a n i ^ 
5 5.0 Excellent 
4 4.0 Good 
3 3.0 Fair 
2 2.0 Poor 
1 1.0 Bad 
Based on the ITU-T P.800 recommendation, the MOS is an 
integer between 1 to 5. Table 2.1 provides the physical meaning 
of each value of MOS [17, 19]. For GMOS, we believe it is ap-
propriate to represent it also by a number between 1.0 and 5.0, 
but we relax the integer constraint. By making it a real number 
with one decimal place has enough resolution to reflect QoS mea-
sure. Note that we need more resolution that GMOS is affected 
by more parameters than MOS. Other than the resolution, the 
physical meaning of GMOS is very similar to MOS (refer to Ta-
ble 2.1). To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed GMOS, 
we first test the GMOS formula using some real life experiments. 
The detail of the experiment settings will be described in a later 
section. Here we just show the figures and discuss the meaning 
of the results. To carry out the experiment, we invited some 
people to have audio conferences via SKYPE [1]. All the voice 
contents were recorded using standard recording software. A 
total of 18 sets of experiments were carried out during January 
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of 2007. Out of the 18 conferences, three were 3-person con-
ferences, ten were 4-person conferences and five were 5-person 
conferences. Subsequently, we invited 25 subjects to listen to 
and give subjective scores to these 18 records. Every time they 
finished one record, they first gave MOSes to all the speakers 
who appeared in that experiment (one MOS for each speaker), 
and then they gave a subjective GMOS (between 1.0 — 5.0) to 
express their satisfaction on the overall quality of the voice con-
ference record. Consider a 4-person conference as an example. 
Each subject would have given five scores, four of which are in-
teger MOSes towards the quality of individual participants and 
one for the subjective GMOS score, which reflects his opinion 
on the overall quality of the voice conference. 
On collecting all these scores, we calculate the a value through 
the MOSes and GMOS according to Eq (2.1). The total number 
of the MOSes and GMOS pairs are 437 including all the three 
types of conference: 3-person, 4-person and 5-person. Based on 
Eq. (2.1), we can determine 392 a values. Figure 2.1 is the 
frequency distribution of the computed a. 
We make the following observation. 
a) In our GMOS model, we implicitly assume that GMOS 
should be a number between the minimum and the max-
imum of the MOSes. As we have explained before, when 
a e [—1,0)，this implies that the user concerns more about 
the worst case performance, or they are "pessimistic" about 
the overall conference quality. Consequently, the GMOS is 
below the average and it is between the AVE and MIN 
value of the MOSes. When a E (0,1], it implies that the 
user concerns more about the best case performance, or 
they are "optimistic" about the overall conference quality. 
The results of the experiment reveal that in reality, a certain 
percentage of people are "very pessimistic" or "very opti-
mistic" ,which means that their GMOS scores will either 
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a distribution of GMOS Model 
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Figure 2.1: a distribution 
be smaller than the minimum or larger than the maximum 
value of the MOSes. In our experiment, this proportion is 
(437- 392)/437, or 10%. 
b) From Figure 2.1, one can observe that a large proportion of 
subjects think that GMOS should be the average (15%), or 
very close to the average of MOSes (summing up the ratio 
of a G [—0.2,0.2] w 50%). As a result, we set the default 
value of a to be 0. 
c) The average value of all the 392 a samples is 0.093, and it 
is larger than 0 (the default value). Statistically, it indi-
cates that these subjects are more "optimistic" on average. 
Another possible interpretation is that the value of a is 
application dependent. The average value of a = 0.093, 
obtained by an experiment using SKYPE, might be specif-
ically applicable to SKYPE, or audio conference only, but 
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not necessarily for other group-based multimedia applica-
tions. 
2.2 Conference Leader Selection strategies 
In this section, we make use of the GMOS model and take a 
closer look at the QoS issues of voice conference application. In 
particular, we seek to answer the following question: is it possi-
ble to improve the overall quality of a voice conference session 
via some configuration strategies? 
Several types of topologies supporting multi-party voice con-
ference are discussed in [48], e.g., end system mixing, conference 
server mixing, full mesh and combination of conference servers 
and full mesh. Figure 2.2 illustrates four types of the topolo-
gies [48:. 
We will mainly focus on the “end system mixing' topology 
illustrated in Figure 2.2. Following are some justifications of 
choosing this type of topology: 
• It is the simplest and easiest to implement among the four 
topologies. 
• It does not require a dedicated server to hold the conference. 
• It requires far less bandwidth than the full mesh topology. 
• In an overlay peer-to-peer network scenario, the end system 
mixing topology is more effective and suitable as compared 
with the other three topologies. 
Note that the main disadvantage of the end system topology is 
the heavy loading on the leader or the media stream mixer (the 
"A" node in the top-right of Figure 2.2). Based on the end sys-
tem mixing topology, one of the conference participants should 
be the conference leader who is in charge of establishing and 
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of four types of voice conference topologies [48 
starting the conference, inviting and adding participants to the 
conference and also ending it. Also, the computation of mixing 
and forwarding media streams is carried out by this leader. It 
implies that the leader performs many essential functions and it 
will greatly affect the overall quality of voice conference. 
In Section 2.1, we mentioned about the voice conference ex-
periments using SKYPE [1] and the three types of experiments: 
3-person, 4-person and 5-person conference call. We use Ethe-
real [8] to collect all packets from computers of all participants 
including the leader. The traffic from measurement indicates 
that the topology of SKYPE conference is indeed an end system 
mixing topology. Figure 2.3 shows three types of topologies of 
our conference experiments. The leader is the one that deter-
mines the overall QoS and there is no traffic between non-leader 
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participants, i.e., their traffic has to be relayed via the leader. 
^ ^ 3-Person ^ ^ 
a + C + D + E / " ^ + + 十 
1 L e a d e r V + ^ L e a d e r V - ^ ^ ' ^ ' " ' ' ' ^ 
Figure 2.3: Topology of 3-person, 4-person and 5-person SKYPE conference 
Since every participant will have a GMOS to show their 
subjective view on the overall quality of the voice conference, 
we need to categorize GMOS into conference leader's GMOS 
(denoted as G M O S l ) and non-leader participants' G M O S (de-
noted as GMOSm). Furthermore, we assume that the leader's 
GMOSl, which is the subjective assessment towards each non-
leader participant from the leader's perspective, is the represen-
tation of the subjective evaluation of all non-leader participants 
towards the overall quality of the voice conference. In other 
words, this implies that the leader's opinion can represent other 
non-leader participants' opinion on evaluating the overall con-
ference quality. 
Based on the assumption and discussions above, we propose 
the leader selection strategy{LSS) of properly selecting the con-
ference leader to improve the overall quality of the voice confer-
ence. Suppose there are N participants in a voice conference. 
Each of them being the leader once in turn, they will get a 
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GM0Sl,,(2 = 1,2，...,AO, and finally a total of N G M O S l . 
Each of the G M O S l ^ , {i 二 1,2, represents the overall 
quality of the N voice conference under the condition that par-
ticipant i being the conference leader. The leader selection stmt-
egy{LSS) is to select participant i whose GMOSl^ is the largest 
among all the GMOS^：。(i = 1 ,2 , . . . , TV) to be the conference 
leader. Also, participant i, after being selected as the conference 
leader, his/her GMOSl^ should satisfy the following equation: 
GMOSl, = a r g _ m a x GMOSl,- (2.2) 
k—1 ’2’.. . 
Asking participants to provide GMOS on the overall quality of 
voice conference is a subjective test and it is difficult to obtain 
the GMOS before or during the conference. Instead, we first es-
timate the MOS from the network traffics (e.g., packet loss rate, 
jitter, codec,..etc) during a voice session. We also need to esti-
mate GMOS. We propose the two-step mapping method{TSMM) 
to estimate the leader and participants' GMOSes. This will be 
describe in Section 2.4. 
2.3 Experiment Description 
Our experiments are separated into two parts. In the first part, 
the aim is to validate the GMOS(MOSes, a) and to determine 
the default and the average values of a. These experimental 
results were shown in Section 2.1. In the second part of the 
experiment, it is to verify the effectiveness of the leader selection 
strategy(LSS) proposed in Section 2.2. 
In both parts of the experiments, the network setting is rep-
resented in Figure 2.4. All computers in the experiments are 
equipped with Intel P4 CPUs and at least 512M Memory with 
lOM/lOOM Ethernet network card. Three of these computers 
are located in Shanghai China, accessing the Internet via ADSL 
of Shanghai Telecomm while the other computer is in Shanghai 
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Figure 2.4: Network setting of SKYPE conference 
assessing the Internet through the campus LAN in the Shanghai 
Jiao Tong University. The computer in Hong Kong is connected 
through the campus LAN in the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong. These computers are installed with SKYPE [1] (Ver-
sion 2.5), professional audio recording and processing software 
Audition [9] (Version 1.5), and measurement tool Ethereal [8 
(Version 0.99). 
In the first part of the experiment, we asked people to have 
voice conference using SKYPE [1] and every participants used 
Audition [9] to record voice of the communication session. The 
duration of each conference was around 30 seconds per person, 
e.g., if there were four persons in the conference, it would last 
for about two minutes. The reason why we set the length of 
recording longer than that of the voice session described in [17' 
is that we consider the subjects who are invited to listen to the 
records and give the MOSes (to each individual speaker) and 
GMOS (to the whole conference) need more time to distinguish 
different speakers' voices. 
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In the second part of the experiments, we not only asked par-
ticipants to have voice conference and performing the recording 
work, but also organized them to change the conference leader 
in turn. For instance, when we are going to have a 3-person 
conference, e.g., Alice, Bob and Cathy. We will ask them to do 
three experiments in which each of them being the conference 
leader once in turn. Lastly, the group of N experiments for 
our second part were carried out in short duration so that these 
experiments could be considered as operating under the same 
traffic condition and the results could be more accurate. 
In order to evaluate the two-step mapping method(TSMM) 
and further validate the leader selection strategy(LSS) proposed 
in section 2.2, we need to measure some network parameters 
during the voice conference. Through packet trace by Ethe-
real [8], one can obtain the statistics such as bit rate, jitter, loss 
rate (under random loss model) and loss rate and state transfer 
probability (under 2-state Markov loss model [59]). We perform 
the Ping-like measurements between the leader and each non-
leader participant separately during the conference to obtain the 
Round Trip Time (RTT) so that we can estimate the one way 
delay from the measured RTT. These measured and calculated 
statistics are inputs to the E-Model [23]. The frequency of the 
Ping-like measurement is set to 1 Hz, which is low enough not 
to affect the normal traffic generated by SKYPE and this is per-
formed at the leader's computer to each non-leader participant's 
computer. 
2.4 Data analysis and results 
The results of the first part of the experiments are for GMOS 
model and parameter a, and we described them in Section 2.1 
already. Here, we concentrate on the second part of the exper-
iments: to evaluate the two-step mapping method(TSMM) and 
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Figure 2.5: Architecture of the two-step mapping method 
The two-step mapping method{TSMM) is used to calculate 
the estimated GMOS with inputs of network parameters be-
tween the leader and non-leader participants. Figure 2.5 depicts 
the architecture of the two-step mapping method{TSMM). 
The first step of the two-step mapping method{TSMM) is to 
map the measured network parameters to estimate MOS. For 
this step, we apply the E-Model[23] since it is widely used for 
two-party communication[58, 59, 60, 52, 40, 49, 16 . 
For the E-model, the inputs are different classes of impair-
ments which will affect the output R-value. The R-value is a 
real number between 1 to 100, which represents the quality of 
the 2-party communication. Some classes of the impairments 
are related to network condition such as the effective equipment 
impairment factor (/e’e//), which comprises the effect of voice 
codec and packet loss, and the delayed impairment factor {1^). 
Other impairments are not related to network conditions, for 
example, Rq, the initial value representing the signal-to-noise 
ratio(SNR) quality and Is, which accounts for the effect of si-
multaneous problem etc. Based on the proposal in[30], we take 
default values for all impairments parameters defined in [23] ex-
cept for Ie’eff and Id since they are related to network conditions. 
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The E-Model is then reduced to: 
R = 9 3 . 2 - I e , e f f - U ( 2 . 3 ) 
Once we know the value of R, we can find the MOS value via: 
MOS = 
‘1 ifi? < 0 
4.5 ifi^ > 100 (2.4) 
1 + 0.035i? 
+7* _ 60)(100 _ i? ) i fO< i? < 100. 
The remaining issue is to estimate /e,e// and Id. As /e,e// is de-
fined to comprise the effect of voice codec and packet loss [23, 
59], we need to find the codec SKYPE uses before estimat-
ing /e’e//. From [26, 63, 38], one will find that SKYPE uses 
iLBC [10, 24] or iSAC [11] codec, both of which are the prod-
ucts of GloballPSound [12]. Authors in[58] propose a method 
to calculate /e’e//, which is suitable for us because it proposes 
how to set the constants in the formula when the speech codec 
is iLBC [10, 24]. In summary, Ie,eff is 
Pr)l 
= + — ( 2 . 5 ) 
In Equation (2.5), /g and Bpl are two constants derived by au-
thors in[58]. Table 2.2 shows part of the settings of the constants 
of different codec [59]. Here, Bpl is the packet loss robustness 
factor, i.e. the larger the Bpl, the smaller the effect of packet 
loss on the audio session. Ppl is the packet loss percentage which 
is expressed as 
Ppl = ppl * 100% (2.6) 
and ppl is the packet loss probability. For the parameter ppl, 
one can estimate it as an independent loss probability under the 
assumption that packet loss is a "random loss". Alternatively, 
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Table 2.2: Settings of le and Bpl for different codecs [59 
Codec Tp[ms] PLC h Bpl[%] 
G.711 10 Sil.Ins~~0 I s ^ 
G.711 10 App.I 0 25.1 
G.729A 20 Native 11 19.0 
iLBC 30 Native 11 32.0 
one can use a 2-state Markov loss model (or Gilbert model) [59 
to model the bursty loss scenario. For the 2-state Markov loss 
model, it has two parameters p and q, with p being the transition 
probability from good state to loss state, while q is the transition 
probability from loss state to good state, and pc = 1 — g is the 
conditional loss probability. 
The model to calculate Ie’eff under the 2-state Markov loss 
model is also proposed in [59]: 
1 BurstR = 緣 � ’ ) 
The BurstR is the burst ratio of loss. If BurstR < 1, it means 
that when the previous packet was lost, it has a lower probability 
of losing the current packet. When BurstR = 1, it represents 
"random loss" and when BurstR > 1, it implies bursty loss. 
We obtain the values ofppl, pc and BrustR by analyzing the 
traffic data. We observe that the cases that BurstR > 1 occur 
with low frequency, and the measured BrustR is slightly larger 
than 1, which implies that the packet loss scenarios during our 
experiments were mainly from random losses. Therefore, we 
apply Equation (2.5) to obtain the /e，e//. 
To estimate the impairment /山 we use two approaches. One 
is letting h be the default value defined by [23] and ignoring 
end-to-end delay. The other one is to apply the formula with 
inputs RTT, which was obtained by our ping-like measurements. 
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We calculate the impairment Id via: 
Id 二 0.024(i + 0.11(6/- 177.3), 
d ^ RTT/2, (2.8) 
n . ) = { 0 … 
乂） [ 1 X > 0. 
Since the delay condition will have different effects on systems 
implemented by different buffer strategies, and the mechanism 
that SKYPE uses to deal with end-to-end packet delay is un-
known, we use both approaches to estimate Id: 
‘ R = 93.2 - [le + (95 - I e ) p ^ ] - /^(default,) (a) 
-[0.024c/ + 0.11{d - 177.3)V{d - 177.3)]. (b) 
After obtaining the R-value using function (a) and (b) listed 
above, one can derive two different MOS values of the same pair 
of network parameters by applying Equation (2.4) with two dif-
ferent R values from (a) and (b). We call the process of map-
ping network parameters to MOS value as the first-step mapping 
function. 
The second step of the two-step mapping method(TSMM) is 
to apply the estimated MOSes obtained from first-step mapping 
function into Equation (2.1) so as to get the estimated GMOS. 
Since a = 0 is the default value and a = 0.093 is the average of 
all 392 samples obtained from our experiments. We experiment 
with these two values in the second-step mapping function. As 
a result, we have four types of the combination of applying the 
two-step mapping method (TSMM). Table 2.3 summarizes these 
four types. Note that these four types are actually objective 
methods to estimate the MOSes and GMOS given by various 
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Table 2.3: Summary of 4 types of the two-step mapping method (TSMM) 
Method R fitting model a 
Ml W 0.093 
M2 (b) 0.093 
M3 (a) 0 
M4 ^ 0 
participants. So in order to evaluate and analyze the perfor-
mance of the two-step mapping method {TSMM) and the leader 
selection strategies(LSS), we invite participants to listen to the 
audio clips which were recorded from the conference leader's 
computer and to provide MOSes and GMOS scores just like 
what have been done in the first part of the experiments. The 
results are shown in Figure 2.6 to Figure 2.8. 
] Z 
I 3 . V X 
1 1 1 ‘ 1 i 1 1 I 
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
MOS (E-Model estimate by fitting mode) (a)) 
Figure 2.6: Mapping from MOS (E-Model) of first-step mapping model (a) 
to MOS (Subjective) 
Figure 2.6 shows the estimated MOS by the first-step map-
ping function (a) with the MOS which is actually the average 
value of all the integer MOSes (1 to 5) scored by subjects. Fig-
ure 2.7 shows the estimated MOSes by the first-step mapping 
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Figure 2.7: Mapping from MOS (E-Model) of first-step mapping model (b) 
to MOS (Subjective) 
function (b) with subjective MOSes. Here, we use the following 
measure to analyze the mapping results: 
Average (Ay)=这 i 丨 ^ "〖丨 (2.9) 
In Equation (2.9), iji is the value of mapping results and yi is 
the expected value with the same xi. For results in Figure 2.6 
and Figure 2.7, the expected values are on the line oi y = x 
because the mapping is from MOS (E-Model [23], objective) 
to MOS (Subjective). Through Equation (2.9), we derive the 
average(A?/) of fitting function (a) is 0.4282 and average (A?/) of 
fitting function (b) is 0.4755. 
Figure 2.8 illustrates the performance of these four types of 
two-state mapping method{TSMM). We apply the average (A?/) 
in Equation (2.9) again. Here, yi is the result obtained by apply-
ing the four approaches of the two-step mapping method (TSMM) 
and yi is the subjective GMOS. One can observe from Table 2.4 
that the difference between GMOS scored by subjects and that 
obtained by four approaches of two-step mapping method{TSMM) 
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Figure 2.8: 4 types of Two-State Mapping Method with GMOS (Subjective) 
is very small. It means the objective method we proposed 
(TSMM) to estimate the subjective GMOS works quite well. 
Table 2.4: Illustration of average(八y) 
Ml M2 M3 M4 
Average(Ay) 0.1948 0.1486 0.1712 0.1417 
Next, we check the correctness of the leader selection strat-
哪(LSS) proposed in Section 2.2. Table 2.5 illustrates the 
GMOS given by subjects and the estimated GMOS derived from 
these four types of two-step mapping method{TSMM). These re-
sults are arranged into experiment groups. In order to check 
whether the selection of the leader by the leader selection strat-
egy{LSS) is efficient or not, we perform an A/'-person conference 
experiment through SKYPE for N times so that each partic-
ipants has the chance to be a leader for one time. This N 
times experiment with the same participants are called the ex-
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Table 2.5: Illustration of Leader selection results of GMOS (Subjective) and 
Estimated GMOS by 4 types of the two-step mapping method (TSMM) 
# I N I Persons GMOS GMOS GMOS GMOS GMOS 
and Host (Sub) (Ml) (M2) (M3) (M4) 
~ 1 r ,A(H),, , B ’ ， ， C ， 2 . 9 4 5 “ 2.853 " ^ 9 1 7 2.815 
~ 2 r ，A，，’B(H)，，’C’ 3.541* 3.597* 3.541* T s i F " 3.486* 
3’A,，’B’，，C(H)， 3.293 3.507 3.471 3.450 3.411 
r ,A(H)’,,B’’,C,,，D’ T o ^ 3.258 3.106 T 2 3 1 3.064 
~ 5 4 ~ ,A’’’B(H),’,C，,’D，3.900* 3.866* 3.824* "^806* 3.760* 
4~ ’ A , , , B，， ’C ( H ) , ’，D，3 . 6 4 7 3.614 "TeOO 3.565 
r，A,，，B,’，C，,,D(H), 3.403 3.351 3.331 3.275 
~ 8 4 ' J ( H ) ' , ' K ' , ' L ' , ' M ' 3 . 1 5 2 3 . 3 3 � 3 . 2 2 7 3.246 3.129 
~9~~r，J，,，K(H)，/LyM’ 3.16T" 3.699 “ 3.628 ~ ^ 6 5 7 3.581 
lo~T"，J，’,K，’’L(H)，,,M， 3 .600^ 3.714* “ 3.665* 3.622* 
" T r ~ 4 ，J’,’K,’’LVM(H), 3.536 3.570 3.509 3.517 3.451 
Correct / Total - 3 / 3 3/3 3/3 — 3/3 
periment group. We consider the participant who receives the 
largest GMOSl^ given by all subjects in condition that he is the 
leader, is the correct server to be the leader. If any of these four 
types selects the same person as the leader, this shows a correct 
selection, otherwise an incorrect selection was made. 
In summary, we have carried out three groups of conference 
experiments, two of which are 4-person conference and one is 
a 3-person conference. The G M O S l value in Table 2.5 with 
a star “*” is the largest value of GMOS^ in each group. The 
person with the largest GMOS^ should be the leader accord-
ing to the leader selection strategy (LSS). The leader selected by 
the "GMOS (Sub)" column in which the G M O S l is given by 
subjects is considered as the correct one because it comes from 
subjective tests. "GMOSl" in the last four columns comes from 
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the four types of applying the two-step mapping method{TSMM) 
to estimate the G M O S l and selects the leader by the leader se-
lection strategy (LSS). The results show that all the four types of 
applying the two-step mapping method have selected the correct 
leader in each group of conference experiments. 
2.5 Applications of Proposals to Voice Con-
ference 
As we have discussed in the previous sections, our GMOS met-
ric can be implemented to evaluate the overall quality of voice 
conference so that we can know how good the providing service 
is, and whether it can be improved from the provider view as 
well. The GMOS we propose can be used to evaluate many voice 
quality applications, e.g., USI[32 . 
The leader selection strategy (LSS) we propose can be applied 
in several ways: 
a) Before N persons start a voice conference, the software can 
measure traffic between any two participants so as to esti-
mate the network parameters. Then it can utilize the two-
step mapping method (TSMM) to estimate GMOSl^ and 
then apply the leader selection strategy (LSS) to select the 
proper leader. 
b) During a voice conference, the GMOSl. could be an indi-
cator to reveal the overall quality of the whole conference. 
And the software can maintain a light-weight testing traffic 
to select a leader candidate by the leader selection strat-
egy{LSS) among the iV — 1 non-leader participants so that 
when the current conference gets disconnected due to some 
unforeseen network condition, it can restart with a new and 
proper conference leader. 
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• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
P2P Application Identification 
Summary 
In this chapter, we describe the second part of the work, 
the method of identifying P2P applications based on 
behavioral-signature, we first describe a few generic 
types of periodic group communication behaviors com-
monly observable in P2P applications, and explain why 
such behavior exists in Section 3.1; we then explain the 
frequency-domain analysis that helps the identification 
in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we show the behavioral 
signatures we developed for a number of popular P2P 
applications, by individually observing their behavior in 
isolation. Then we evaluate how useful these signatures 
are in identifying P2P application (hosts or flows) from 
two type of traffic traces: (a) a campus traces, and (b) 
an ISP trace in Section 3.4. Finally we discuss the find-
ings and future directions in Section 3.5. 
27 
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3.1 Periodic Group Communication Patterns 
P2P applications, whether it is to share files, streaming content, 
provide Voice-over-IP service or others, all need to form an over-
lay for peers to reach other peers. In order to form and maintain 
this overlay, and often in the use of this overlay, peers inevitably 
exhibit periodic group communication. 
Naturally, we distinguish between two classes of periodic group 
communication patterns: (a) control plane - that used to form 
and maintain the overlay; (b) data plane - that used to mul-
ticast content. This terminology comes from the description 
of router activities. Routers also exhibit the same type of peri-
odic group communication patterns. For example, when running 
RIP protocol, routers exchange routing tables with neighboring 
routers with a default timer of 30 seconds; when running OSPF, 
routers flood link state packets to neighbors every 60 seconds by 
default. Furthermore, in both routing protocols, neighbors ex-
change HELLO messages periodically. When routers implement 
multicast, group communication would be observed in the data 
plane, although any periodicity would depend on the application 
that is doing the multicasting. 
In P2P systems, especially those P2P systems doing applica-
tion layer multicasting, there are basically two kinds of overlays 
formed: 
• Structured overlays: This includes overlays with mesh-based 
topology, such as ESM[41], and tree-based topology such as 
NICE[25], Yoid[39] and SCRIIBE[31]. In ESM, group mem-
bers periodically generate refresh message and exchange 
their knowledge of group membership with their neighbors 
in the mesh. Similarly for tree-based topologies, peers also 
periodically refresh the overlay links so as to maintain the 
soft state information. 
• Data-driven overlays: The classic example is Bittorrent [34 • 
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In this case, the topology is more dynamic, driven by which 
neighbors have the right content needed by a peer. Such dy-
namic P2P systems are normally bootstrapped by a server 
known as the tracker. All peers may need to periodically 
update its information to the tracker for system health 
monitoring. 
In both kinds of overlays, other active measurements may be 
used to optimize the efficiency of the overlay. For example, 
neighboring peers may periodically measure the distance (in 
terms of round trip time) between each other. In summary, these 
activities generate periodic group communication patterns. 
3.1.1 Terminology for Behavioral Patterns 
In the following, we describe three specific periodic group com-
munication patterns that are common for many P2P applica-
tions, and are going to be used by our proposed behavioral sig-
natures. Note that these three patterns of periodic group com-
munication behaviors are just examples to illustrate our method-
ology. The particular values of periodicity of different behaviors 
are application dependent. A given P2P application may exhibit 
one or more of such behaviors. 
In doing so, we first need to define some terminology in our 
framework. 
First, time is divided into discrete time intervals. The length 
of the time interval is quite critical in the ability to identify the 
periodic behavior, and needs to be carefully chosen. Unless we 
state otherwise, the length of the time interval is set as 1 second 
for all our experiments. 
For each host, it communicates with a number of neighbors. 
Such communications, are organized into a sequence of flows, 
similar to the flows definition in Netflow, although the inactiv-
ity interval that starts and ends a flow is application behavior 
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dependent. The start and end of a flow is indicated with a Start 
Event (SE) and an End Event (EE), each event has an associated 
time. All flows are unidirectional. At any moment in time, each 
host has a number of flows. Some are considered in-flows, which 
are flows with destined to the considered host; others are out-
flows, which are flows source-addressed at the considered host. 
These in and out flows can be thought as active links between 
pairs of overlay nodes. 
3.1.2 Pattern 1: Gossip of Buffer Maps 
A popular type of P2P applications is P2P streaming based on 
a data-driven overlay. This includes live streaming applications 
such as PPLive[4], PPStream[5], CoolStreaming[65] and P2P 
Video-on-Demand (VoD) streaming systems[5, 13, 14]. Because 
of the data-driven approach for forming and maintaining the 
overlay, all these applications rely on gossip of buffer maps to 
maintain active links between peers. Usually, the size of the 
buffer map is not large and can be represented using one or two 
packets. 
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Figure 3.1: An example of traffic pattern of P2P Live Streaming 
For P2P Live Streaming systems, because peers only store 
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the streaming content in their RAM (much smaller size com-
pared with VoD) and remove the content as soon as it is played 
back, the buffer map information changes rather quickly. Each 
peer needs to periodically exchange its buffer map with neigh-
bors to optimize the scheduling of content exchange to ensure 
good playback performance. The buffer map exchange period is 
as short as 5 seconds for some cases. Note, each peer must ex-
change this information with all its neighbors although it only 
exchanges content with a subset of these neighbors. For P2P 
VoD systems, peers also exchange buffer maps with their neigh-
bors periodically, although the period may be longer. Figure 3.1 
is an illustration of the traffic pattern for P2P Live Streaming 
systems. In this figure, we have three flows, e.g., there is a flow 
which starts right after t = 5 and ends between [35,40]. The 
figure also shows the periodicity property. For example, every 5 
seconds, this node sends out some packets to its neighbors (say 
att = 5, this node sends out 10 packets which describe its buffer 
maps to its neighbors). 
Since this traffic pattern does not involve content, we consider 
it to be information exchange in the control plane. 
3.1.3 Pattern 2: Content flow control 
The second pattern occurs in the data plane. For streamed video 
content, it can often reach that peers are faster than the play-
back rate, behaving much like file downloading. Although this 
is good for the peers, the content provider actually prefers the 
peers download at the pace of playback, to ensure all the peers 
stay around to help the server distribute content, rather than 
watch the content off-line. Content providers thus implement 
various mechanisms to make peers continue to contribute. One 
way is to make peers periodically send keep-alive messages to a 
tracker when they are watching the video, even after the whole 
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video has finished downloading (e.g. in the VoD case[42]). An-
other way is to perform the Pre-Downloading Control (PDC), 
which is a form of content flow control to make the download rate 
match with the playback rate. Such flow control often results in 
alternating bursts of download activities and sleep periods, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: An example of traffic pattern of P2P VoD system 
For example, PDC is deployed by PPStream VoD [5] to keep 
peers contributing to the system. The actual implementation 
may decide to exert flow control every 40 seconds. At the begin-
ning of the control interval, content is downloaded at full-speed. 
Suppose there is sufficient bandwidth to finish downloading 40-
second worth of content in 10 seconds. As a result, we will 
see the download activity proceed for 10 seconds followed by 30 
seconds of sleep, as shown in the figure. 
3.1.4 Pattern 3: Synchronized Link Activation and 
Deactivation 
It is well-known that BitTorrent implements the tit-for-tat mech-
anism to provide incentives for peers to serve each other. The 
third pattern of periodic group communication behavior is a 
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direct consequence of how BitTorrent-like protocols might im-
plement the tit-for-tat mechanism. As described in [34, 47], 
each peer uses two timers (10 seconds and 30 seconds) to decide 
whether to choke and optimistically unchoke neighboring peers, 
respectively. This results in the synchronization of StartEvents 
and End Events at the beginning of the time intervals, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: An example of transmission pattern of BitTorrent 
As shown, the choking (every 10 seconds) and optimistic un-
choking (every 30 seconds) actions always occur at the starting 
point of time intervals. 
3.2 Identification Based on behavioral signa-
tures 
In this section, we describe our behavioral-signature based P2P 
application identification algorithm. The goal of our algorithm is 
to detect specific P2P applications (e.g., BitTorrent[34], PPLive[4 
and PPStream[5]) from a traffic trace containing a mixture of 
traffic. 
In Section 3.1, we describe several behavioral traffic patterns 
observable from P2P applications. Furthermore, we gave the 
specific P2P application designs that lead to these behavioral 
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patterns. In order to use these patterns for P2P application 
identification, we make the following two assumptions: 
1. Most P2P applications have periodic behaviors while other 
types of applications (e.g., Web, FTP and Email) do not. 
2. The types of periodic behaviors and the particular value of 
the periodicity are application specific. 
In the next sections, we will apply our algorithm to real life 
traffic traces, to see if these assumptions hold. 
3.2.1 Algorithm Overview 
Generally speaking, the algorithm involves the following steps: 
1. Filtering - to extract related traffic sequence 
2. Sequencing - to convert related traffic sequence to a discrete 
time sequence 
3. Transforming - to transform the time domain sequence to 
a frequency domain sequence 
4. Analyzing - to determine whether the original traffic se-
quence match a behavioral signature 
This whole process is illustrated in the block diagram found in 
Figure 3.4. 
Note, the process is shown as an iterative process. If the 
algorithm is applied to detect hosts that are running certain P2P 
applications, then the filtering step tries to extract all the traffic 
related to a particular host; and the outcome of the analysis tells 
whether the target host is running the suspect P2P application 
or not. The iterative process shows that the same steps can be 
applied to many target host sequentially. 
The three traffic patterns described in the last section are all 
patterns found with respect to a specific host. Our methodology 
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Figure 3.4: The block diagram of the identification process. 
can be applied to objects of other granularity, e.g. a flow, or a 
group of hosts. But for the rest of this chapter, we are only 
concerned with detecting behavior for a target host. 
As shown in the block diagram, we group step two and step 
three together as a two phase transformation. The first phase 
transforms the related traffic into a time series of values that 
can exhibit periodicity. This step is non-trivial and is where 
the secret of each behavioral signature is. The three behavioral 
patterns we described in the last section will yield three differ-
ent time series. The second phase then transforms each time 
sequence into its frequency domain representation for ease of 
analysis. This is a common technique in detecting periodic be-
havior in analyzing signals in communications systems. For all 
three behavioral signatures, this step is the same. 
Next, we explain how each of the three traffic patterns are 
turned into specific time series for signature matching. 
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3.2.2 Sequence Generation (SGI): Time Series for the 
Gossip Pattern 
Recall that in our basic model, time is divided into intervals, of 
size T say. The filtering step has already yielded us a sequence of 
packets all related to a particular target host, say H. The time 
series we are generating can be denoted by Xin[z] and 
where i stands for the time interval; and Xin[i] stands for the 
number of in-flows (or in links) the target host has during the i仇 
interval; and Xoutl'i] is correspondingly the number of out-flows 
(or out links) this target node has. 
In other words, the target host is suspected of gossiping with 
a number of other hosts. The output Xin[i] and Xouti^ ] give 
us the number neighbors the target host is gossiping with over 
time intervals i. If we lump the uni-directional gossip into bi-
directional gossip, then the time series can be merged into one 
series X[i] = Xin[i] -\-Xout[^]- The pseudo-code of this algorithm 
is given in Figure 3.5. 
As an example, Figure 3.6 shows the value of Xin[i] and 
Xout[i] for a PPLive streaming session. 
3.2.3 Transform Time-domain Sequence to 
Frequency-domain Sequence 
Before describing how to generate the time domain series for 
the other two traffic patterns, let us describe how to transform 
the time-domain sequence into a frequency domain sequence. 
Again, this step is the same for all three behavioral patterns. 
The input to this phase is the time-domain sequence, e.g., 
Xin[i] and Xouti'^ ] as shown in Figure 3.6. In this phase, we first 
apply the Autocorrelation Function (ACF) and then apply the 
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). 
The purpose of the Autocorrelation function is for finding 
periodic patterns in a signal, where the periodic pattern might 
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Input: Q //a queue of the output packet trace from Filter step in order. 
TV/time interval of the sequence. 
targetHostJI AW the packets in Q is related to the targetHost 
Output XinfiJ, XoutfiJ. 
1. int Startjs = Head(Q). Timestamp! T； 
2. mi End Is = Tail (Q). Times tamp/ T; 
3. inti = f , ts = Startjs; 
4. Queue/«，Out ； _ 
5. While {ts <=Endjs) begin 
6. In. ClearQ ； OutTClearQ ； 
7. While( ！Empty(Q) and Head(Q). Timestamp<= ts ) begin 
8. p = Dequeue(Q)； 
9. if (p.s(mrceHost== targetHost and '.Out.Contain(p)) begin 
10. OutAdd(p)', 过 
11. end 




16. Xin[i] = Length(In)\ 
17. Xout[i]=Length(Out)\ 
18. if (/五w沖必）begin 





Figure 3.5: The algorithm to generate the sequence of number of concurrent 
flows of the target host 
be buried under noise [27]. The ACF computation is based on 
Equation (3.1), where n is the lag of autocorrelation range in 
0, TV- 1], and N is the length of the sequence The result 
of the ACF function is still a sequence, denoted r(n). 
八几、= 稱 i + n). (3.1) 
Finally, we apply the Discrete Fourier Transform, as shown in 
Equation (3.2) on r(n) and get the frequency-domain sequence 
^Here, X[i] is any time series. It could be Xin, or Xout or the sum of the two. 
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Figure 3.6: Sequence Xin[i] and Xaut[i\ generated from the measurement of 
a host running PPLive Live Streaming Application. 
刚 . 
R(A:) = r(n)e-赞左"where h e [0,7V-1]. (3.2) 
n = 0 
The sequence, R(0), R ( l ) , . . . , R(7V — 1) is generally a sequence 
of N complex numbers (see [56]). For matching against the 
behavioral signatures, it is enough for us to take modulo of R(A:) 
to get the magnitude of each frequency component: 
= |R(A:)|. (3.3) 
Let us illustrate this process by an example. We first ap-
ply ACF on both Xin{i) and Xoutii) shown in Figure 3.6(a) 
and 3.6(b). This gives us the two resultant sequence rin{n) and 
rout(几)as plotted in Figure 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). The length of 
both RIN(N) and ROUT(N) are N = 200. Since the sequence re-
peats itself, we just show part of the sequence in each case. 
一— 
The result of DFT, Rout(备）and Rin(备)，are plotted in Fig-
ure 3.7(c) and 3.7(d). Here we need to explain some properties 
of DFT[56]: 
a. If the input sequence to DFT is a real sequence, e.g., v{n) 
is a real sequence, the output complex sequence R(A;) will 
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Figure 3.7: FFT and ACF results of Xin\i] and Xout[i. 
satisfy: 
|R( - fc )Udiv - |R( / c ) | . (3.4) 
In fact, the periods N is the common characteristic of all 
DFT result sequence. Eq. (3.4) says that the module of a 
real sequence after DFT is also symmetric within a period 
N. This explains why |11^打(务)| and \Rout{^) are symmet-
ric around the line k/N = 0 between [—iV/2, N/2] in Figure 
3.7(c) and 3.7(d). 
b. If the input sequence to DFT, r(n), is a finite sequence, its 
DFT, R(/c), will satisfy [56]: 
R(於）二 R � ) = 2冗务二 R (苦）’ 
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Q = 27rf = ^ f = ^ (3.5) 
Eq. (3.5) gives the relationship between the Discrete Fourier 
Transform and Continuous Fourier Transform when the 
original sequence is finite. We apply this result and plot 
the X-axis in continuous frequency value in Figure 3.7(c) 
and 3.7(d). 
3.2.4 Sequence Generation (SG2): Time Series for Con-
tent Flow Control Pattern 
So far we have only shown how to transform the filtered traf-
fic patterns into a time series for the first behavioral pattern 
(Gossip), and then turn the time series into a frequency domain 
sequence. We now continue with the other two behavioral pat-
terns. 
Recall the content flow control traffic pattern is about the 
rate a target node is sending or receiving content from all its 
neighbors. We represent these as two time series, Yin[i] and 
^out. 
The algorithm of this sequence generator is shown in Figure 
3.8. The algorithm of this sequence generator is very similar to 
the one described in 3.2.2. Yin and Yout are used to accumu-
late data rate, rather than flow count in and out of the target 
node. After the time series for this behavioral pattern is gener-
ated, again ACF and DFT are applied to the time series. The 
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Input: Q //a queue of the output packet trace from Filter step in order. 
77/time interval of the sequence. 
targetHostHAW the packets in Q is related to the targetHost 
Output: Yw/"//, Youtfi]; 
1. intStart js = Head(Q).Timestamp! T\ 
2. \r\{EndJs- Tail (Q).Times tamp/ T; 
3. int i=^,^s = Startjs ； 
4. long InPacketSize,iDutPacketSize ； 
5. While {ts <=Endjs) begin 
6. InPacketSize = OutPacketSize = Q 
7. While( ！Empty(Q) and Head(Q). TimestamfX^ ts ) begin 
8. p = Dequeue(Q)； 
9. if (p.sourceHost== targetHost) begin 
10. OutPacketSize +=p.packetSize, 
11. end 
12. if (p.destinationHost— targetHost) begin 
13. InPacketSize +=p.packetSize, 
14. end 
15. end 
16. Yin[i] = InPacketSize * 8; 
17. YoutfiJ = OutPacketSize * 8\ 
18. {！Empty(Q))be^\r\ 





Figure 3.8: The algorithm to generate the sequence of data transmission rate 
per unit time interval 
3.2.5 Sequence Generation (SG3): Time Series for Syn-
chronized Start and Finish of Flows 
In BitTorrent-like applications, due to the periodic choking and 
optimistic unchoking mechanism, the occurrences of the flow 
StartEvent (SE) and EndEvent(EE) will also have the period-
icity (Refer to Figure 3.3). This time, the results will be ac-
cumulated in time series Zij\i] and Zout[^ \- This algorithm is 
slightly more complicated than the first two algorithms, and is 
represented by pseudo code in Figure 3.10. 
There are three parts to this algorithm. From line 1 to line 
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Figure 3.9: y ^ i ] , ACF and FFT results. 
15 (Figure 3.10) is the first part. It reorganizes the input packet 
trace Q, related to the tar get Host and sorted in ascending or-
der of Timestamp. Then all the neighbors of the target host 
are put into the HostList data structure: if the neighbor is the 
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Input: Q //a queue of the output packet trace from Filter step in order. 
77/time interval of the sequence. 
t a r g e t H o s f / / A l l the packets in Q is related to the targetHost 
ejffeciivejhreshoIciMnimurn number of packet a host should own. 
inferva/j/iresho/df/Packet interval between two session. 
Output ZJnfiJ, Zout[ij： 
/ /Pakct trace reorganized into f low-based 
Hos tL is t / *ay / /w , hosiOnt ； 
1 . W h i l e ( / £ / « p o ^ ® ) begin 
2 . p = Dequ'eue(Q)\ 
3 . i f ( p . s o u r c e H o s t == targetHos/j b e g i n 
4. \^!hostOut.Contain (p.destmationHost) ) begin 
5 . hostOut.Add (p.destination Host)； 
6. end 
7 . hostOutfPosition(p.destinationHost)J.packetQueue.Acid(p)： 
8. else 
9. if (！hostln.Contain (p.sourceHost) ) begin 
1 0 . host In. Add (p.sourceHost); 
11. end 
1 2 . hostln[Position(p.sourceHost)].packetQueue.Add(p)： 
13. end 
14 .end 
15. EventlistQueueevenr/rt, eventOutllEsiabWsh events 
16. for eachhost in hostin begin 
1 7 . if ( L e n g t h ( h o s t . p a c k e t Q u e u e ) >- effectiveJhreshold) b e g i n 
1 8 . lastPacket = Head(host.packetQueue) ： ~ 
19. //Start Event will be trigerred when first packet is checked. 
2 0 . eventlnAdd ( SE, lastPacket. Timestamp ) • 
2 1 . w h i l e ( ! E m p t y (host.packetQueue)) b e g i n 
2 2 . [> = Dequeuefhost.packetQueue); 
2 3 . i f ( ( p . Timestamp - lastPacket. Timestamp) > intervaljthreshold ) b e g i n 
2 4 . eventln.Add ( EE, lastPacket, Timestamp J ； 一 
2 5 . even山 1,Add (SE, p,Timestamp ) ; 
26. end 
2 7 . lastPacket = p ； 
28. end 
29. / /End event will be trigerred when last packet is checked. 
3 0 . eventln.Add ( E E . lastPacket.Timestamp )； 
31. end 
3 2 . e n d 
33. Repeat the procedure Line 16. to Line 32. on host Out and eventOut. 
34. Sort ( eventin, "Timestamp'*): 
35. Sort (eventOut, "TimeStamp")： 
36. / /Generate sequence 
3 7 . \n\ Start J s - Head(eyen(!n}. Timestamp i T\ 
3 8 . \n\Endls= Tail(eventln).Timestamp/ T ； 
39’ int I = Y、ts = S f a " j s \ 
4 0 . MeventConnten 
41. While <= Endjs) begin 
4 2 . eventCounter = 0; 
43. While( ！Emptyfeven/Injand HeadfeventlnJ. Timestamp^=^ ts ) begin 
4 4 . ev = Dequeite(event!n)\ 
4 5 . eventCounter ++ ； 
46. end 
47. Zin[i]= eventCounter ； 
4 8 . i f (！ Empty (eventin)) b e g i n 




5 3 . e n d 
54. Repeat the procedure Line 37. to Line 53. ongve/y/O^/and deuyeZoutfi], 
Figure 3.10: The algorithm to generate the sequence of transmission session 
Start and End Event of the target host 
destination, then it is put into hostOut; or if the neighbor is the 
source, then it is put into hostin. The target host is considered 
to have a long term flow with each of its neighbors in hostin 
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and host Out. 
In the second part, Line 15 to Line 35 in Figure 3.10, all the 
flows are divided into subflows one by one, each subflow with its 
distinctive St art Event and EndEvent. Each subflow should cor-
respond to content exchange between a pair of neighbors. Before 
this decomposition, the ineffective flows are dropped. An inef-
fective flow is one that contains too few packets (defined by a 
parameter effective threshold), hence is ruled out as content ex-
change. The rule for marking the beginning and end of subflows 
is that the time interval of any two consecutive packets of the 
same flow should not be larger than the given parameter inter-
vaLthreshold. This is like the inactivity timer in Netflow. When 
a subflow ends, a flow EndEvent (EE) is triggered and the event 
has an associated Timestamp that is the time of the last packet 
of this subflow. When a new subflow starts, a flow St art Event 
(SE) is triggered and this event will share the same Timestamp 
as that of the first packet of the new subflow. Figure 3.11 gives 
a simple example. In the end, all the triggered events are sorted 
into ascending order of Timestamp. Line 34 to Line 54 in Figure 
TS： 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 
P a c k e t： P I P 2 P 3 P 4 P 5 
Session Sessionl Session2 
Figure 3.11: A simple example of how flows are separated into transmission 
sessions. The interval threshold is set to be 3 
3.10 form the third part of the algorithm. This part is very sim-
ilar to the algorithm in 3.2.4. This time, the algorithm uses the 
sequence Zin{i) and Zout{i) to record the number of St art Events 
and EndEvents is triggered in each time slot. In fact, if we make 
some small change on the algorithm, we could derive more de-
tailed sequences, e.g., Zinssii)：么n丑五⑷，ZoutSE{i) and ZoutEE{i) 
by treating the SE and EE separately. We show the results out-
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put from our algorithm, Zin{i) and Z—(i� , based on an example 
trace of BitTorrent in Figure 3.12. Here, 
15| 1 丨 I 丨 1 2 , . _ 
， r t ts = 100s I Start ts = 100s 
End ts = 300s 1 0 End 7s = 300s 
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Figure 3.12: ACF and FFT results. 
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R z o n t ( ^ ) = I'^Zoutij^). 
In this example, we set the two parameters, effective thresh-
old and interval threshold to be 10 and 4 respectively. The 
setting of effective threshold is used to filter out some meaning-
less flow (that do not correspond to content exchange between 
two neighbors), because if a peer unchokes one of the neighbor 
and starts to upload data, it will not only send few number 
of packets. Theoretically, the value of interval threshold, which 
determines the start and end of flows, is likely to affect the fre-
quency characteristics of the sequence. The larger the value of 
interval threshold is, the fewer number of events will be triggered 
and these is a higher probability that the real frequency will be 
buried by noise. So, interval threshold should take a relatively 
small value. 
In Figure 3.12(e) and 3.12(f), we observe that there are four 
frequencies with large FFT values. In fact, the frequency points 
fi = 0.035//2； and f<2 = O.lHz are the frequency characteristics 
caused by choking (every 10 second, / = 1/lOHz = O.lHz) 
and optimistic unchoking (every 30 second, f = l/30Hz = 
0.033Hz). The remaining two frequencies, (/s = 0.135Hz and 
/4 = 0.2Hz) are the harmonic frequencies, which are the lin-
ear combination of the basic frequencies O.lHz and 0.0357^ 2：. 
Here, there is a small difference between / i = 0.035Hz and 
/ = 1/30 = 0.033Hz. This is due to the length of the original se-
quence Zin{i) and Zouti'i)- In Figure 3.12, the length of the orig-
inal sequence N = {End.ts - Start Js)/T — 200. Prom Eq. 
(3.5), we know that f = k/N, /c = 0 ,1 , . . . , TV could be only finite 
values. Since N = 200, the granularity of / = \/N = 0.005//；^ 
and this is why J\ = 0 m 5 H z but not 0.033if么.In later ex-
periments, we use a larger N to make sure that the granularity 
will not bias the result. But N is limited by the duration of 
measurement. 
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3.2.6 Analyzer step 
After the previous steps, the frequency characteristics of the 
packet trace related to the target host could be derived. We 
could set a FFT value threshold to pick out the frequencies with 
peak FFT values. 
In order to conduct the analysis, we need to first develop 
the behavioral signatures for different P2P applications. This 
is done as follows. We first run the P2P application we are 
interested in detecting in a controlled environment. This means, 
we isolate a single host connected to a switch and catch all the 
traffic in and out of that host. In the mean time, only the P2P 
application of interest is run. We capture a traffic trace for 
this host, and apply our algorithm to determine the frequency 
domain characteristics. 
In the previous subsections 3.2.2, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5, we built 
three separate behavioral signatures for PPLive live streaming, 
PPStream VoD and BitTorrent. In practise, a particular P2P 
applications may have multiple behavioral signatures, and we 
may develop all three sequences by using the three different gen-
erators. Using a combination of behavioral signatures for a give 
P2P application is likely to improve the accuracy for detecting 
that application. 
3.3 Behavioral signatures of popular P2P ap-
plications 
In this section, we present the behavioral signatures of several 
popular P2P applications. These signatures are derived by per-
forming traffic measurement in a controlled environment. The 
captured traffic traces are then processed using the methodology 
we discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2. 
We access the Internet through our campus network and use 
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Wireshark[15] to capture all the packets. When we measure the 
traffic of one particular P2P application, we turn off all other 
network applications. The duration of each traffic measurement 
is about 30 minutes. When we capture these packets, we clas-
sify and separate them into TCP trace or UDP trace. Although 
many P2P applications use both TCP and UDP to realize the 
service, very often that one of these two types is used predomi-
nantly for data transfer. For example, PPLive live streaming[4 
uses the UDP protocol to transfer most of the data while the 
data rate of TCP traffic is much less. On the other hand, PP-
Stream live streaming[5] predominantly uses TCP to transfer 
its packets while the data rate of UDP traffic is much lower. 
As a result, one may find behavioral signature in TCP trace 
only, or UDP trace only, or both TCP and UDP traces. For 
other applications, both the TCP and the UDP data rates are 
comparable and have periodic features. In Table 3.1, we list the 
frequency characteristics of 16 popular P2P applications derived 
by our measurements and behavioral signature extraction. We 
also selectively plot the FFTs of these applications in Figure 
3.13. 
It is important for us to note that for each application, we 
repeat the measurement for several times to check whether we 
could find the its frequency characteristics every time. In ad-
dition, for some of the applications (e.g., PPlive, PPStream), 
we also carry out the measurement under another controlled en-
vironment in which the computer accessed to the Internet was 
through ADSL instead of the Campus network. Results showed 
that we could still find the frequency characteristics for these 
applications but the FFT values at those frequency points were 
a bit smaller. 
When we examine Table 3.1, we could find that except for the 
PPlive Live Streaming and the TVAnt Live Streaming applica-
tions which share the same frequency characteristics, all other 
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P2P applications have unique fundamental frequency. Note that 
it is reasonable that the frequency characteristics may not be 
unique for some P2P applications. In this case, when we deter-
mine the behavioral signatures, one can combine those applica-
tions with the same frequency characteristics as a group of P2P 
applications. For example, we could take PPLive and TVAnt 
Live Streaming as a P2P Live Streaming application which has 
the fundamental frequency being 0.2Hz. 
3.4 Experiment Results 
To determine the effectiveness of our methodology, we apply our 
identification approach to two types of traffic traces: (a) campus 
traffic traces and, (b) ISP traffic traces. 
The campus traffic traces were collected in the gateway of 
our department. We captured the packet header and the first 
42 bytes of payload of the traffic going through the gateway. For 
privacy consideration, the IP addresses were anonymised and the 
payloads of some well-known applications such as HTTP, FTP 
were removed. We captured the traffic from September 12, 2007 
to September 30，2007. The size of each trace file is about IG 
bytes in tcpdump format. The time duration of each trace file 
varies from one to two hours (in the afternoon) to seven to eight 
hours (at night). 
Since the traffic is only from one department, the number of 
hosts running P2P applications is not large. Because the traffic 
pattern is similar between different days, we only present two 
of them (4 hours for each day and 2 hours in the afternoon 
and 2 hours at night) with the most traffic volume to analyze. 
After applying the behavioral signature based approach, we find 
that signatures of four different P2P application appeared and 
they are: 0.046Hz (PPStream Live Streaming), {0.2Hz, 0.4Hz} 
(PPLive-like Live Streaming), {0.048Hz, 0.192Hz} (Emule) and 
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{0.034Hz, O.lHz} (BitTorrent). 
We use a combined method including payload signature check-
ing and manual analysis for validation. Table 3.2 illustrates the 
payload signatures we use to identify P2P applications. Except 
for the payload signature of BitTorrent which is well studied and 
the signature has been published in the previous literatures, we 
propose the two payload signatures for PPStream and PPLive. 
We also use manual inspection to validate all P2P applications 
including Emule and TVAnt. The validation results show that 
the proposed behavioral-signature approach could identify all 
the hosts having running these applications accurately. 
The ISP traffic traces were collected from an ISP core router 
from 17:40 p.m. to 17:50 p.m. on April 15，2008. We captured 
the packet header and first 42 bytes of payloads. The data 
volume of the 10-minute traces is about 10GB. Since the trace 
is from an ISP router, there are a lot more hosts in this trace 
than the campus traffic trace. To this end, we only check for 
those effective hosts. A host is called effective when its average 
number of connected hosts is larger than a predefined effective 
threshold. The average number of connected hosts is calculated 
based on the following: 
A = + Xoutji]) /o 6 � 
In Eq.(3.6)，M is the length the sequence Xin[i] and Xout[^]' The 
numerator is to calculate the total number of connections in all 
M intervals (both in and out). The denominator is the number 
of the intervals during which there exits at least one connection, 
either in or out We set the effective threshold equals to 4 which 
means that, on average, if a host is running a P2P application 
and it simultaneously communicates with at least two different 
peers, this host is considered as an effective host. After filter-
ing out all ineffective hosts, we apply our behavioral-signature 
identification. From the analysis, we discover that there are 83 
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hosts which have the frequency characteristics that are within 
the known signatures (in Table 3.1) while there are 95 hosts 
which have frequency characteristics but they are not within the 
generated P2P behavioral-signatures set. For the UDP trace, 
there are 14 hosts which have the same frequency characteristics 
in our behavioral-signature set while there are 47 hosts which 
have frequency characteristics but are not within the generated 
P2P behavioral-signatures set. Among those hosts which have 
known frequencies, we could not find any running BitTorrent 
or PPStream Live Streaming application. On the other hand, 
we found that there were seven hosts running PPLive-like Live 
Streaming using our behavioral signature based approach. The 
manual validation method has found that four TCP hosts run-
ning BitTorrent and no hosts running PPStream Live Streaming. 
It also found three hosts running PPLive Live Streaming but no 
host running Emule. After checking the three hosts found by the 
manual validation, we found that all these three hosts are indeed 
included in the seven hosts found by our behavioral-signature 
approach. Table 3.3 lists the results. In the table, the "un-
known" for validation means that we cannot accurately identify 
the application even we know the traffic patterns contain some 
periodicity. 
Table 3.3 illustrates the result of our validation. One could 
find that although the behavioral-signature based approach was 
100% accurate for the campus traces, the accuracy for the ISP 
traces is not as high. In particular, the behavioral-signature 
based approach failed to identify the four hosts running the Bit-
Torrent applications. At the same time, only 3 out of the 7 hosts 
were running the PPLive applications while other 4 hosts were 
running different applications which have the same frequency 
characteristics as PPLive. We believe there are some possible 
explanations. 
a) When the traffic capture and measurement are far away 
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from the host, the periodic characteristics will not be obvi-
ous because it is possible that only a small portion of the 
total flows belonging to one application are captured while 
most of the flows are not. This is because these flows may 
take a different route which does not pass the traffic capture 
point. 
b) The periodicity of the traffic may be influence by queueing 
delay, transmission delay or packet loss between the host 
and the traffic capture point. 
c) There may be different kinds of BitTorrent client software 
which use their own choking or unchoking methods, or they 
may set different time intervals for performing unchoking 
and optimistic unchoking. Therefore, these new mecha-
nisms may not have the same periodicity as compare with 
the official BitTorrent protocol. 
In Table 3.3, many hosts are found to have behavioral signa-
tures which are similar to those in in Table 3.1. but currently 
these results could not be checked due to the limited method on 
validation and the lack of knowledge on the protocols that var-
ious softwares may use. To circumvent this problem, one may 
need to measure other different applications under controlled 
environment to enlarge the behavioral-signature set. 
3.5 Discussion 
In this section, we discuss some advantages and disadvantages 
of our behavioral signature based approach 
There are number of advantages for using the behavioral sig-
nature based approach to identify application: 
• There is no need to access any payload information of the 
packet trace. In fact,only packet header information is 
needed. 
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• The process of building a behavioral signature of an appli-
cation is quite simple and fast. 
• According to the behavioral signatures, our approach could 
identify from the traffic trace which particular P2P appli-
cations (such as PPLive, PPstream, BitTorrnet,...etc). 
• Even when there is no known behavioral signatures, our ap-
proach could still classify the traffic based on their frequency-
domain characteristics and find some unusual behaviors [64 . 
The proposed approach still has some limitations and these 
are our current effort. Some of the limitations are: 
• The performance of the proposed method will be affected 
by the position of traffic monitoring points. The closer 
the monitoring point is to the host, the proposed approach 
can have a higher accuracy in identifying the application. 
In addition, because the proposed approach focuses on the 
time stamps of packets, traffic sampling will largely affected 
the accuracy of the approach. 
• The identification results of our approach are host-level in-
formation and not flow-level information. Therefore, we do 
not know how many flows of the trace belong to this iden-
tified application. If different applications share the same 
frequency characteristics, our approach could not distin-
guish these applications from each other. 
• The behavioral signatures of a large portion of existing ap-
plications are still unknown, one needs to build a large set 
of behavioral signatures database. In addition, if a P2P 
application changes its signature in different version (e.g., 
PPLive Ver 1.3.4.6 has different signatures with other ver-
sions), we need to rebuild the behavioral signatures. In 
other words, the behavioral signatures need to be updated 
regularly. 
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• End of chapter. 
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Figure 3.13: FFT of the selected measured P2P applications 
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P2P Traffic Using Fundamental Harmonic 
Application (TCP In or Frequency Frequency Effective 
Name UDP) Out (Hz) ^ SGs 
PPStream Live SGI, SG2 
Streaming TCP Both 0.046 SG3 
PPMate Both 0.25 SGI 
Live TCP In 0.2 
Streaming Out 0.25 SG2 
PPLive Live 
Streaming Both Both 0.334 SGI 
(Ver 1.3.4.6) SG2 
PPlive Live ^ ^ 
Streaming (other) Both Both 0.2 ^ SG2 
^ T V A n t Live S ^ 
Streaming Both Both 0.2 0.4 SG2 
Sopcast Live Out 0.016, 0.034 0.066 SGI 
Streaming UDP Both 0.016, 0.034 0.066, 0.1 一 SG3 
TVKoo Live Both 0.15 SGI, SG3 
Streaming UDP Both 0.034 “ SG2 
UUSee 0.1, 0.15， 
Live UDP Both 0.05 0.2, 0.25 SG3 
Streaming T C P B o t h 0.1 0.2’ 0.3’ 0.4 — S G 3 
TVU Live 0.034, S ^ 
Streaming UDP In 0.066 ^ SG3 
PPStream 0.048, SGI, SG2 
VoD UDP Both 0.024 SG3 
In 0.066 ~ ~ 0 . 1 3 4 S ^ 
PPLive VoD UDP Out 0.066, 0.1 ~~ai34,0.2 
Out O ^ ^ 
JoQst UDP Both 0.164 0.328 SGI, SG2 
UUSee 01^ SGI, SG2 
VoD UDP Both 0.05 ^ SG3 
Sopcast VoD U D ^ Both 0.066 0.134, 0.2 S ^ ^ 
Emule UDP Both 0.048 0.192, 0.24 S ^ ^ 
Bittorrent TCP Out 0.034, 0.1 0.134 SGI, SG3 
Table 3.1: The frequency characteristics of different P2P applications derived 
through our measurement. 
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Application Payload Signature 
BitTorrent 八get /announce\? | bittorrent protocol 
I dl:ad2:id20: | dl:rd2:id20: | ^azver 
PPStream ^PsProtocol 
~ P P L i v e UDP ^\xe9\x03 
Table 3.2: Payload signatures 
Type Approach BitTorrent PPStream known unknown 
Freq. Freq. 
TCP Behavioral 
Signature Not found Not found 83 105 
Validation 4 Not found / / 
Type Approach PPLive Emule known unknown 
Freq. Freq. 
UDP Behavioral 
Signature 7 Not found 14 47 
Validation 3 Not found / / 




In this chapter, we discuss the related work of both two 
parts of the thesis work. 
The related work of the first part of the thesis work is as fol-
lows. E-Model (ITU-T Rec. G.107 [23]) is designed to be a 
non-intrusive parametric model to estimate the subjective MOS 
(ITU-T P.800 [17]). Number of works have focused on the im-
plementation and extension of E-Model. COLE et al. [35] pro-
pose to simplify the E-Model base on only two network related 
impairments, e.g., le, effects of packet loss and Id, end-to-end 
delay. Alexander [58] proposes the / e ’ e / / , the effective equip-
ment impairment factor quantifying the impairment of a codec 
under both random loss and bursty loss. There are more de-
tailed description and discussions in [59], which covers all the 
related topics on assessment and prediction on speech quality of 
VoIP. The results in[59] estimating the / e ’ e / / impairment with 
iLBC [10, 24] Internet low bit rate codec under random loss are 
important and related to our results. Samir et al. [51] propose 
other non-intrusive parametric model to estimate the subjective 
MOS. The proposal is a random neural networks-based (RNN) 
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approach, which could map to the subjective MOS very well, 
but the model needs a large sample space to train the coef-
ficients of RNN. Kuan-Ta Chen et al. [32] introduce an inno-
vative way to quantify the user's satisfaction on voice quality. 
In their work, they define the user satisfaction index(USI) and 
provide the method of deriving USI from network parameters 
via SKYPE [1] measurements, e.g. bit rate, jitter and RTT. 
However, the authors did not find the relationship between USI 
and subjective MOS, which so far has been considered as the 
standard way of measuring the quality of speech. 
There are only a few articles focusing on quality of service 
for voice conference. Jonathan and Henning [48] demonstrate 
some existing voice conference topologies and also propose a 
protocol for decentralized conference. SKYPE [1] is becoming 
the most popular software due to its voice quality, robustness 
and free distribution. Experiments validating our models and 
proposals are using SKYPE because it supports concurrent voice 
conference very well. Early measurements on SKYPE, [26, 
63, 38] reveal the basic properties of the software. Especially, 
in [26], the authors observe that the codecs used by SKYPE 
are iLBC [10, 24] and iSAC [11] and the network topology of 
SKYPE conference is the end system mixing topology [48 . 
The related work for the second part of the thesis work, 
behavioral-signature based P2P application identification is in 
the following. 
The field of traffic classification has received continuous inter-
est in recent years. Some of the traffic classification approaches 
develop discriminating criteria based on statistical observations 
of various flow properties in the packet traces. Based on these 
statistical observations, these studies employ classification, clus-
tering and other machine learning techniques to assign flows to 
classes. Roughan et al. in [61] classify traffic flows into four 
classes suitable for quality of service applications. The authors 
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demonstrate the performance of the Nearest Neighbor and the 
Linear Discriminant Analysis algorithms. Moore et al. in [53 
apply Bayesian analysis techniques to categorize traffic by ap-
plication. The authors listed more than 200 different discrim-
inators for traffic analysis [54]. The authors also apply FFT to 
build discriminators, but our approach are quite different with 
theirs. Their method is to be build flow-based discriminators 
and apply FFT on the interarrival times of packets belonging to 
a single flow. Our approach, on the other hand, focuses on the 
host-level behaviors and we inspect the periodicity of all flows 
related to the same host. 
Another promising traffic classification approach is shown in 
45]. Instead of classifying individual flows, Karagiannis et al. 
propose to associate Internet hosts with applications, and then 
classifying their flows accordingly. The authors attempt to cap-
ture the inherent behavior of a host at three levels of increas-
ing detail: the social, the functional and the application level. 
Although both BLINC and our approach are host-level meth-
ods, but there is a significant difference between these two ap-
proaches. BLINC focuses on the behavior of host's connection 
patterns (spatial behaviors) while we focus on the periodic be-
haviors of a given host (temporal behaviors). 
In [28], Bernaille et al. evaluate the feasibility of application 
identification at the beginning of a TCP connection. This ap-
proach distinguishes the behavior of an application by observing 
the size and the direction of the first few packets of the TCP 
connection. Crotti et al. in [37] propose a statistical approach 
to identify network application by building a set of protocol 
fingerprints that summaries its main IP-level statistical proper-
ties. In [50], Ma et al. analyze three mechanisms relying on 
flow content to automatically identify traffic that uses the same 
application-layer protocol. 
In recent years, the tremendous growth of P2P traffic has 
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drawn a lot of attention from researchers. Several studies em-
phasize on identification of P2P traffic, such as the signature-
based payload methodology in [62] and the identification method 
by transport layer characteristics in [44]. In [36], Collins et al. 
propose a set of tests for identifying masqueraded peer-topeer 
file-sharing applications. Bonfiglio et al. in [29] propose a frame-
work to reveal Skype traffic in real time by exploiting the ran-
domness introduced at the bit level by the encryption process. 




In this chapter, we carry out the conclusion our the the-
sis work 
In the first part of the thesis, we propose GMOS, which is a a 
group-based MOS metric to evaluate the overall quality of voice 
conference. Note that this performance measure is important, 
not only because it lacks in this area but with this measure, 
it provides designers a systematic means to design group-based 
communication services as well. To leverage an existing work 
on MOS, we let GMOS be composed of MOS values plus a cali-
bration parameter a. The parameter a can be calibrated in two 
ways. One is to indicate the user's perception on the confer-
ence quality, the second way is to consider it as an application 
dependent parameter. 
Further, we propose the two-step mapping method{TSMM) 
to estimate the leader's GMOS^ from the network parameters 
between the leader and the non-leader participants. We also 
propose the leader selection strategy {LSS) to improve the overall 
quality of voice conference by properly selecting the conference 
leader. 
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To validate our proposals, we have invited 25 subjects to 
listen to and give the scores to the records of our conference 
experiments by SKYPE. These subjects are asked to provide 
the MOS to each speakers in the records, and also an overall 
score GMOS (a subjective test) to the whole conference record 
as well. The results of our experiments indicate that both of 
the two-step mapping method{TSMM) and the leader selection 
strategy (LSS) perform very well. 
The conclusion of the second part of this thesis is that we 
propose a behavioral-signature based approach to identify P2P 
applications. Our approach only needs packet header informa-
tion. We not only can identify which host is running the P2P 
application, but we can also identify a particular P2P appli-
cation that is running by the host. We first extract all those 
packets which are related to a target host from the original traf-
fic trace. Then we apply three types of time series generators 
to transform the traffic patterns to the time series. After that, 
these generated time series are served as inputs into ACF and 
FFT functions and be transformed into frequency-domain series. 
In the end, the frequency characteristics are analyzed and the 
identification results are obtained. In order to identify different 
P2P applications, we need to build the behavioral signatures 
database of different P2P applications. We have applied our ap-
proach to different traffic traces and use the combined method 
to validate the result. The result shows that our approach is 
quite promising as it performs quite well when the packet trace 
are collected near the host. 
• End of chapter. 
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